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As I was watching this movie I became angry not at the big companies but at you universities students!
How come with so much information(...often contradictory one I agree but nevertheless...) available at your fingertips with so much youngness energies ...REALLY! Where have gone your thirst of justice? How  do you manage  «your mind» to accept so much heartlessness considering  the position of power you are in... Because after all chemistry is your religion is not it? If it is not so, why are you not having a little chat with your fellow «chemical engineer» ...a kind of «multidisciplinaire» sit-in of some sort ? Who else is participating in this GASLAND GASPLANET affair. Is this butcher tragedy... concerning you and perhaps emanate from you ... You in the know of  all kind of RAYS. What were we supposed to end up with : more engineers full  of ethical mantra or what ? Is the situation of water all over the world an exception or the rule? Can you cultivate potatoes with champagne? Don't talk to the limousine cigar's smoker you know what they will tell no no instead talk to the family fathers and mothers who participate to keep their fleecy and their lysol in good shape ...Where are these unnecessary poisons coming from? Don't you need a person behind that stuff a decision maker somewhere?  Are you student    only interested in good grades after all ...I'm pushing you but I believe in you, because  frankly I don't see anyone else than you to slow down  the machine ... You CAN if you are serious about  what you feel you can talk to your teachers and let them know that for the time being you are not at all interested in MORE of the same BUT that you have decided at least some of you to let the «directors» know that a study of the multiples impacts of universities teaching is the only agenda in your heart mind soul or ... You don't want a five minutes or a one hour brain-storming no no no a complete session  is vital urgent an obvious action to be «implemented» NOW! The pollution is starting in the mind what are you learning to be so slow at being touched by miseries and  disasters ? Become teacher YOU TOO ! Immediately ! What I'm saying is only alphabet's pudding cake cookie pastry dishes there is more, take a mirror and don't let the police of the mind freaking you out become what have never existing before improvise your existence and do stop trying to please who?
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After receiving an offer of $100,000 for the natural gas drilling rights to his
propefty, filmmaker Josh Fox travels across the country to investigate the
potential hazards. What he discovers is shocking: contaminated groundwater
that bubbles and hisses, residents suffering from chronic illnesses, and-
perhaps most disturbingly-flammable tap water. They're all consequences
of a rapidly expanding drilling campaign that's guaranteeing unsuspecting
landowners a quick and easy payoff, but leaving behind a burning trail of
secrets, lies and catastrophic environmental damage. Welcome lo Gasland.
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et ce qui se passe DEJA dans la vall6e du Richelieu, .. prds de chez vous!
Les plus impodantes recherches de grsements de gaz naturel sont en ce moment entreprises a kavers les Etats-Unis,
au Canada et au Quebec. La societe Hailiburton a ddveTopp6 une technologie de forage, la fracturation hydraulique
(fracking), qui va perrnerile aux Eiats-Unrs de devenir,, IArabie Saoudlte du gaz naturel,. Mais cette technique
eslelle sans danger ? Lorsque ie c neaste Josh Fox reqoit une lettre l'invitant ir louer ses terres pour y faire un forage,
il va sillonner le pays et decorvrir en chemin des secrets bien gard6s, des mensonges et des toxines...

- Chris Bilton, EYE WEEKLY
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